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Africa's Top Wildlife Countries highlights and compares wildlife reserves and other major attractions

in the continentâ€™s best countries for game viewing &#150; making the planning of the journey of

a lifetime easy! African countries, and the wildlife reserves within them, vary greatly as to the types

and quality of safari experiences they offer. This is the only guidebook that effectively assists

travelers in choosing the best destinations for the kind of wildlife experience they would most enjoy

by comparing travel options among all the top wildlife countries.
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Mark W. Nolting has had the pleasure to explore and research the African continent for over 30

years. He expanded his passion for Africa into a successful tour company called the Africa

Adventure Company, now celebrating its 25th Anniversary.For the past eight years CondÃ© Nast

Traveler magazine has listed him as one of the top Africa Specialists in the world. He has also been

listed as one of the top Africa Specialists on Earth by National Geographic Adventurer Magazine

and is featured on Travel & Leisureâ€™s A-List.He has sent thousands of travelers on safari. It is his

personal experience plus that of his staff and trip reports from thousands of travelers that he has

sent on safari that makes the information in his books so useful and accurate.

Bought this for background to prepare for my African safaris. This covered much of the area I was

traveling and it gives a great starting point for planning and insight. Beautiful pictures. Although this

book was used, it was "brand new" and appreciate the seller's description. My only issue with the



book is that due to its size/weight, it is too big to take on safari, so you need a smaller safari guide

for the floral/fauna and park guides.

The book does an excellent job of describing the places and countries to go for wildlife viewing in

Africa. It also provides categories of available lodging with basic descriptions of activities available

(ie night safaris, safari walks, etc.). Maps show where the lodges and camps are located in and near

the various national parks, and many of the lodges have photos of the facility in the book. A safari

company organized our trip, but the book enabled us to ask about other locations, things to do, and

places to go. The book was invaluable for for our planning, and will be taken on the trip.

Very disapointing purchase. Spend $21 and will not continue reading. Very shallow information. No

real insights on wildlife, countries and people. Would get more valuable information on wikitravel or

similar online portals. It reads like a marketing brochuren to disneyland. It is sad to see that

literature on africa is on such a basic level and gets published.

Extremely informative in helping us to plan our trip to South Africa.It helped us come up with our

itinerary. We're also using the Africa Adventure Company, owned by the writer of this book, to help

us every step of the way especially for our Safari and Capetown visits!

I'll try and come back to post a more thorough review at a late point. Just wanted to get the 5 stars

up because this book is excellent. Very detailed. Even the continent on the front is 3d embossed!

Nice book, TONS of valuable info. I just bought about a dozen books for a safari Im planning on

taking and this book may be the best of them.

There may indeed be helpful information in this book, but the choppy, ill-organized layout rife with

grammatical errors was frustrating to read. Worse, the author operates a travel agency specializing

in African travel and uses this book to advertise his services every few pages. The blatant

solicitation makes me wonder how much - if any - of his information is unbiased.

Very helpful to me since I have not traveled much as to what to expect. Much info on each area of

Aftica. Easy to read and the temperature charts were a good way to help decide when to go.

Wonderful book
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